
    
    

The College of Arms of The Adrian Empire 
    

UNTO ALL AND SINGULAR as well Nobles and Gentles as others to whom these presents shall come, Prince UNTO ALL AND SINGULAR as well Nobles and Gentles as others to whom these presents shall come, Prince UNTO ALL AND SINGULAR as well Nobles and Gentles as others to whom these presents shall come, Prince UNTO ALL AND SINGULAR as well Nobles and Gentles as others to whom these presents shall come, Prince 

L’Bet’e deAcmd,Knight Champion, Knight Premier, alias FleurL’Bet’e deAcmd,Knight Champion, Knight Premier, alias FleurL’Bet’e deAcmd,Knight Champion, Knight Premier, alias FleurL’Bet’e deAcmd,Knight Champion, Knight Premier, alias Fleur----dededede----Lis principal Herald and King of Arms of the Lis principal Herald and King of Arms of the Lis principal Herald and King of Arms of the Lis principal Herald and King of Arms of the 

Realm and Empire of Adria sendeth Greeting.Realm and Empire of Adria sendeth Greeting.Realm and Empire of Adria sendeth Greeting.Realm and Empire of Adria sendeth Greeting.    

    

A A A A CALL has been heard from throughout the Empire of Adria.CALL has been heard from throughout the Empire of Adria.CALL has been heard from throughout the Empire of Adria.CALL has been heard from throughout the Empire of Adria.    

Regarding the service of Regarding the service of Regarding the service of Regarding the service of     

    

Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of BoydSir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of BoydSir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of BoydSir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd    
    

late of Cyprus, to The Adrian Empire;late of Cyprus, to The Adrian Empire;late of Cyprus, to The Adrian Empire;late of Cyprus, to The Adrian Empire;    

    

WHEREAS anciently from the beginning the valiant and virtuous acts of worthy persons have been cWHEREAS anciently from the beginning the valiant and virtuous acts of worthy persons have been cWHEREAS anciently from the beginning the valiant and virtuous acts of worthy persons have been cWHEREAS anciently from the beginning the valiant and virtuous acts of worthy persons have been commended ommended ommended ommended 

to the world with sundry monuments  and remembrances of their good deeds, amongst which the chief and most to the world with sundry monuments  and remembrances of their good deeds, amongst which the chief and most to the world with sundry monuments  and remembrances of their good deeds, amongst which the chief and most to the world with sundry monuments  and remembrances of their good deeds, amongst which the chief and most 

usual has been the bearing of signs upon the shield shaped devices called “Arms” which are curdent usual has been the bearing of signs upon the shield shaped devices called “Arms” which are curdent usual has been the bearing of signs upon the shield shaped devices called “Arms” which are curdent usual has been the bearing of signs upon the shield shaped devices called “Arms” which are curdent 

demonstrations of Knightly virtues. Even demonstrations of Knightly virtues. Even demonstrations of Knightly virtues. Even demonstrations of Knightly virtues. Even so hath the same been and yet is continually observed to the end that so hath the same been and yet is continually observed to the end that so hath the same been and yet is continually observed to the end that so hath the same been and yet is continually observed to the end that 

such as have done commendable  service to their Country or Empire either in war or peace may both receive due such as have done commendable  service to their Country or Empire either in war or peace may both receive due such as have done commendable  service to their Country or Empire either in war or peace may both receive due such as have done commendable  service to their Country or Empire either in war or peace may both receive due 

honor in their lives and derive the same successively unto their posterity ahonor in their lives and derive the same successively unto their posterity ahonor in their lives and derive the same successively unto their posterity ahonor in their lives and derive the same successively unto their posterity and for ever.nd for ever.nd for ever.nd for ever.    

    

WHEREUPON the passing of such an individual leaves an indelible mark upon the Empire and a void in the WHEREUPON the passing of such an individual leaves an indelible mark upon the Empire and a void in the WHEREUPON the passing of such an individual leaves an indelible mark upon the Empire and a void in the WHEREUPON the passing of such an individual leaves an indelible mark upon the Empire and a void in the 

place where our loved one has been, We the duly delegated representative of the College of Arms have made place where our loved one has been, We the duly delegated representative of the College of Arms have made place where our loved one has been, We the duly delegated representative of the College of Arms have made place where our loved one has been, We the duly delegated representative of the College of Arms have made 

search and do find, the service tsearch and do find, the service tsearch and do find, the service tsearch and do find, the service to the Empire of Adria and to its subjects by o the Empire of Adria and to its subjects by o the Empire of Adria and to its subjects by o the Empire of Adria and to its subjects by Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of 

Boyd Boyd Boyd Boyd was exemplary.was exemplary.was exemplary.was exemplary.    

    

THE NINE WORTHIES of history do shine as examples of honor, chivalry, courage, dedication, virtue and THE NINE WORTHIES of history do shine as examples of honor, chivalry, courage, dedication, virtue and THE NINE WORTHIES of history do shine as examples of honor, chivalry, courage, dedication, virtue and THE NINE WORTHIES of history do shine as examples of honor, chivalry, courage, dedication, virtue and 

valor. The arms of the worthies are forever held above allvalor. The arms of the worthies are forever held above allvalor. The arms of the worthies are forever held above allvalor. The arms of the worthies are forever held above all    others as such examples and may be born by hopefuls others as such examples and may be born by hopefuls others as such examples and may be born by hopefuls others as such examples and may be born by hopefuls 

upon the field of honor until such time as the rights of the armiger are bestowed upon them.upon the field of honor until such time as the rights of the armiger are bestowed upon them.upon the field of honor until such time as the rights of the armiger are bestowed upon them.upon the field of honor until such time as the rights of the armiger are bestowed upon them.    

    

FURTHERMORE with the Order of the Worthies of Adria being the only order created and recognized solely FURTHERMORE with the Order of the Worthies of Adria being the only order created and recognized solely FURTHERMORE with the Order of the Worthies of Adria being the only order created and recognized solely FURTHERMORE with the Order of the Worthies of Adria being the only order created and recognized solely 

by the Adrian College of Arms, We do hereby and herewith declare by the Adrian College of Arms, We do hereby and herewith declare by the Adrian College of Arms, We do hereby and herewith declare by the Adrian College of Arms, We do hereby and herewith declare Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of BoydSir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of BoydSir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of BoydSir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd    a a a a 
Premier Member of the Adrian Worthies.Premier Member of the Adrian Worthies.Premier Member of the Adrian Worthies.Premier Member of the Adrian Worthies.    

    

    

    

    

    



TO HONOR SiTO HONOR SiTO HONOR SiTO HONOR Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd in perpetuity and by virtue of the authority vested in me by r Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd in perpetuity and by virtue of the authority vested in me by r Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd in perpetuity and by virtue of the authority vested in me by r Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd in perpetuity and by virtue of the authority vested in me by 

the Adrian Empire College of Arms, we hold the arms of Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd being:the Adrian Empire College of Arms, we hold the arms of Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd being:the Adrian Empire College of Arms, we hold the arms of Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd being:the Adrian Empire College of Arms, we hold the arms of Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd being:    

    

    

        
“Sable,“Sable,“Sable,“Sable,    upon a bend between two bows facing sinister Or a arrow bendwise sable.upon a bend between two bows facing sinister Or a arrow bendwise sable.upon a bend between two bows facing sinister Or a arrow bendwise sable.upon a bend between two bows facing sinister Or a arrow bendwise sable.    

    

to be forever elevated and protected as “Worthy”, to be born by hopefuls upon the field of honor, should they to be forever elevated and protected as “Worthy”, to be born by hopefuls upon the field of honor, should they to be forever elevated and protected as “Worthy”, to be born by hopefuls upon the field of honor, should they to be forever elevated and protected as “Worthy”, to be born by hopefuls upon the field of honor, should they 

have no registered arms of their own.have no registered arms of their own.have no registered arms of their own.have no registered arms of their own.    

    

By Our hand this eleventh day of August, 2011 anno domini,By Our hand this eleventh day of August, 2011 anno domini,By Our hand this eleventh day of August, 2011 anno domini,By Our hand this eleventh day of August, 2011 anno domini,    

    

Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd,Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd,Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd,Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd,    

FleurFleurFleurFleur----dededede----lis King of Armslis King of Armslis King of Armslis King of Arms    

Imperial Sovereign of ArmsImperial Sovereign of ArmsImperial Sovereign of ArmsImperial Sovereign of Arms    

    

 

 

 


